CIRCULAR

Sub: Issue of Bonafide certificate to the students for casting vote in MSU Elections 2019-20-Reg..

It has come to the notice that many students of campus were not issued the Identity Cards in their respective departments during academic year 2019-20. It is mandatory to carry Identity Card to cast vote during the MSU Election which is scheduled to be held on 19.09.2019.

MSU election rules and regulations says. “ Those students who have not been issued University Identity Card/forgot to bring /lost the ID Card such student shall bring Bonafide certificate attested by HoD and shall bring any other photo Identity Card like Aadhar Card, PAN card, Driving Licence etc. as a proof of their Identity and produce the same at the time of casting the vote”.

To facilitate the students to cast their votes, all Heads of the Departments are requested to issue the bonafide certificates to the students who are willing to vote during the MSU Elections 2019-20.

To
All Heads of the Departments

Copy to:
1. O/o the Vice Chancellor
2. O/o the Pro Vice Chancellor
3. O/o the Registrar
4. Concerned File